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Calculation of Auger spectra for liquid metals 
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AL6bacL A method for calculating -~c-valence and core-valence-valence Auger 
spectra using the results of electronic suuctwe calculations is applied to liquid tin. Our 
calculations allow for an interpretation of the Auger spectra in terms of the partial 
densities of states. 

1. Introduction 

Recently considerable progress has been achieved in the investigation of the electronic 
structure of molten metals [l-91. It is now evident that neither the simplirying picture 
of a free-electron-like density of states, nor the equally oversimplified view of a close 
similarity of the electronic properties of the crystalline and liquid phases are correct. 
Of particular interest are the electronic properties of the heavy polyvalent metals that 
show a pronounced change of the local environment of an atom on melting. In liquid 
Ge, for example, a deep pseudogap about 4 eV below the Fermi level separates the 
valence band into a low-lying s band and a p band in the vicinity of the Fermi edge 
[l, 51. This is in striking contrast to the band structure of the crystalline phases: the 
semiconducting (diamond-type) phase is characterized by a strong sp3 hybridization; 
in the metallic high-pressure phases (@tin type, simple hexagonal) the broadening of 
the bands leads to a decrease of sp3 hybridization and finally to a free-electron-like 
DOS. Similar effects are observed in Sn, Ga, Sb, and Bi Despite their complexity, 
the trends in the electronic structure of the liquid elements and their relation to the 
trends in the liquid structure are now well understood. This understanding has been 
achieved by combined progress in theory and experimentation: it is now possible 
to produce high-resolution photoelectron spectra [I-31 and to compare them with 
self-consistent electronic structure calculations based on realistic structural models 
[4-91. Of particular value is the possibility of calculating the partial photoionization 
cross-sections for the liquid as a function of the energy of the exciting photon and of 
the binding energy of the emitted electron [7, 8, 10, 111. The calculation of the cross- 
section is based on the assumption that the wavevector is not a conserved quantity. 
In the crystal this approximation is justified only for the high excitation energies of 
x-ray photdectron spectroscopy, but in the liquid phase it applies independently of 
the excitation energy. It is primarily the quantitative comparison of the measured 
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and calculated photoemission intensities for different photon energies that allows for 
the assessment of the validity of current theoretical predictions for the electronic 
structure of liquid metals. 

Additional information on the structure of the valence band comes from Auger 
electron spectroscopy (AES) involving valence electrons (mre-ane-valence (CCV) 
and core-valence-valence (Cw) transitions). In a CCV transition an initial core 
hole is filled by a mre (valence) electron and the energy is transferred to another 
valence (core) electron, which is emitted. The Auger intensity for a CCV transition is 
an image of the partial DOS of the valence band, modzed by the energydependent 
Auger transition probability. In a C W  transition two valence electrons are involved, 
so the Auger intensity is essentially a self-convolution of the valence-band DOS. This 
means that CW Auger spectra yield only indirect information on the electronic 
structure. 

In the present paper we present the first calculation of Auger spectra for a liquid 
metal, based on the techniques developed for the calculation of the Auger intensities 
in nystalline systems [12, 131. 

2. Theory of the Auger transition probabilities 

The Auger transition probability may be written as 1141 

P = ( 2 ? r / h ) l D - E 1 2 6 ( e 3 - e l + e , + c z ) .  (1) 

The matrix elements D and E for the direct and exchange processes are given by 

The index 1 stands for the state of the initial core hole, 2 for the state of the emitted 
electron In a CCV transition the index 3 labels a core state and 4 a valence-band 
state; in a C W  transitton both 3 and 4 stand for valence states. The calculation of the 
total transition probability involves summation over the magnetic quantum numbers of 
the core states and over aU valence states. All core states are described by freeatom 
wave functions; the continuum state qj2 is described by a time-reversed LEED (lower- 
energy electron diffraction) state within the single-scatterer-EnaI- state approximation 
[lo]. After taking the square of the matrix elements, each wave function appears 
twice, with different r-space arguments. Thus, and by using a formal splitting of the 
delta function amrding to 

S ( E ~  - €1 + c4 -eZ)  = de 6(c3 - cl + - e2)6(€ - f4) (4) J 
a spectral representation of the imaginary part of the Green's function can be in- 
troduced. The remaining s tep  follow the theory outlined in 1121 and [13]: (i) the 
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Greem function is replaced by the scattering path operator [IS]; and (5) the imaginary 
part of the scattering path operator is expresed in terms of the angular-momentum- 
decomposed density of states nf(e). 

As a result, the transition probability for CCV processes can be written as a 
weighted average of the &dependent DOS [12], 

f 

P(.) = C Q f ( C ) n f ( E )  (5) 
f 

and that for C W  processes in t e m  of a self-convolution integral of the DOS 1131 

The matrix elemenfs contain integrals over the radial wave functions and Clebsch- 
Gordan coefficients from the angular integrations; for any details refer to earlier 
work 

The theory outlined here involves several approximations: (i) the neglect of the 
interaction of the two final-state holes; (E) the assumption that the outgoing electron 
undergoes no further scattering (single-scatterer-final-state approximation); and (i) 
the neglect of surface effects. We are going to apply the theory to liquid Sn. In 
such a heavy metal the hole-hole interaction should be irelatively well screened. The 
single-scatterer-final-state approximation has been found to give good results for the 
photoemission spectra of liquid metals [MI, and we expect surface effects to be less 
pronounced in liquid than in crystalline materials. 

3. Application to liquid tin 

The selfconsistent bear-muffin-tin-orbital (LMTO) potentials and partial densities of 
states used in the present calculations were taken from IS]. These calculations were 
performed for ‘supercells’ containing an instantaneous configuration of 64 tin atoms 
generated by a molecular dynamics simulation. The calculations were performed 
for the full star of four special IC-points of the full Briliouin zone corresponding to 
the cubic supercell; a configuration average over a small number of independent 
configurations was taken. Figure 1 shows the total and partial densities of state and 
the calculated xps spectrum, compared with experiment. Note that the partial DOS 
suggest a nearly complete separation of the valence band into s and p bands. 

3.1. CCV spectra 

Figure 2 shows the matrix elements for several CCV transitions corresponding to 
equation (5). We find that for transitions involving the 3d core states, the largest 
contribution to the Auger intensity comes from the d component of the valence-band 
DOS. Therefore, in view of the small d-electron contribution to the valence band, the 
similarity of the Auger spectrum (figure 3) to the total DOS is rather coincidental. For 
transitions involving the 3p core state, the s and p contribution to the matrix element 
is dominant, but depends rather strongly on the energy. This energy dependence 
causes a certain distortion of the low-energy part of the M,N,V spectrum compared 
with the total DOS, but otherwise matrix element effects are rather small. 
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Figure 1. (a) Calculalcd and measllred m and ups ( h v  = 40.8 ev) spectra. (b) lbtal 
and angular-momentumdeeompaaea densitla of states in liquid tin. Full line: total ws; 
dolled: szlcctron mntribution; dashed: p-electron mntnbution; dotdashed: dzlectmn 
mntniution. 

3.2 CW specmm 
Figure 4 shows the calculated intensities for M W  and N W  Auger spectra. As 
expected, the width of the spectra corresponds to about two timcs the band width. 
The individual spectra are strongly infiuenced by matrix element effects In the 4 s W  
and 4 p W  spectra, the dominant uffo(c) matrix elements are sIs and SIP; in the 3 d W  
spectra they are the sld, pld and did contributions. me spectra show one single peak 
with small side structures. The dominant matrix elements are sld and pld. The strong 
structure in the spectrum reflects the structure in the DOS. 

For a comparison with experiment, sph-orbit coupling should be taken into a o  
count. Figure 5 shows a superposition of the two 4 d W  spectra (with relative weights 
of 23), shifted by a spin-orbit splitting of 1.12 e\! The 4dW spectrum has been 
measured by Indlekofer 131, but unfortunately the published data cover only a range 
of a few eV from the onset of the transition. In this limited region the comparison 
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F@m 2. Matrix elements ut( f) for CCV Auger trnnsitions for C = 0,1,2. (a) 3d-4~-V 
transition; (a) 3p4s-V transition. The energy scale mmponds to the ~bm)  potentials. 
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F@m 3. CCV Auger spectra for liquid tin: (a) 3d-4~-V; (a) 3p4s-V spmmm. The 
zero of the energy scale is the Fermi energy. 

of theory and experiment is encouraging. The remaining N W  transitions have very 
low intensi8 the 3 d W  Auger line overlaps with the 3p core-level photoemission 
spectrum. Within the limited energy range covered by the experiment, there are only 
very small differences between the Auger spema of the solid and liquid phases. This 
is not unexpected, because the partial DOS of Sn are rather similar in the liquid and 
the crystalline p-tin phases [4]. In both cases, we find a low-lying band of s character, 
separated by a pseudogap at - 4 eV binding energy from a p band at the Fermi 
level (see also figure 1). The self-convolution of this split DOS leads precisely to the 
four-peak structure of the NVV spectrum, in the crystalline as well as in the liquid 
state. The discussion of the electronic spectra confirms the conclusion drawn from the 
simulation of the liquid structure that the short-range atomic arrangement is similar 
in the liquid and crystalline phases. 
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Figure 4. 'W Auger spectra for liquid tin: (a) 3d-V-V; (a) 4s-V-V; (c) 4pV-V; ( d )  
4-V-X! A spectrometer resolution of 0.6 eV has been assumed. 

4. Conclusions 

U p  to now, Auger electron spectroscopy has been used mainly as a technique for 
chemical analysis, using the energetical positions of peaks to identify elements and 
using the relative peak intensities to determine the chemical composition. However, 
Auger spectra for solids and liquids cany much more information-in particular 
information on the structure of the valence band. To date, this information has 
hardly been exploited at all. 

The possibility of calculating theoretical spectra in the form of weighted averages 
over &dependent local densities of states for CCV spectra and of weighted averages 
over self-convolution integrals of the DOS for C W  spectra makes it possible to exploit 
the valence-band information contained in the Auger spectra. Previous publications 
[12, 131 have demonstrated the potential of this method for crystalline solids. The 
present paper presents the first theoretical Auger spectra for a liquid metal. Admit- 
tedly, the database for comparison with experiment is still quite small. The reason for 
the lack of experimental data is (besides the intrinsic difficulty of any spectroscopy ex- 
periment on a liquid sample) the lack of reliable theoretical prediction. For example, 
the experimental spectrum shown in figure 5 was truncated at about 17 ey because 
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Figure 5. The calculated N4 , sW Auger spectmm for liquid tin, compared with results 
f” the experiment described in [31. 

the intensity recorded at lower energy was considered as a background rather than 
an integral part of the NVV Auger spectrum. We hope that our paper will stimulate 
new experiments. 
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